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L 
Abstract. We continue our investigation of finite element approximations to the system of 

shallow water equations, based on the generalized wave continuity equation (GWCE) formulation. 
In previous work, we analyzed this system assuming Dirichlet boundary conditions on both elevation 
and velocity. Based on physical grounds, it is pOlsible to not impose boundary conditions on elevation. 
Thus, we examine the formulation for the case of Dirichlet conditions on velocity only. The changes 
.... qui .... d to the finite element method are presented, and stability and error estimates are derived for 
both an approximate linear model and a full nonlinear model, assuming continuous time. Stability 
for a discrete time method is also shown. 

Key words. boundary conditions, shallow water equations, wave shallow water equations, error 
estimates 
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1. Introduction. In this paper, we continue our investigation of finite element 
methods applied to the GWCE (Generalized Wave Continuity Equation) shallow wa
ter model of Gray et al. This model is described in a series of papers beginning in 
IS). It has served as the basis for many shallow water simulators, most notably the 
Advanced Circulation Model (ADCIRC) described, for example, in (7). The method 
has the advantages that it allows for a weaker coupling between the continuity and 
momentum equations, gives rise to symmetric positive definite matrices, and helps 
stabilize the numerical solution. These have been supported by a large number of 
studies (see {5, 6) and references therein). 

In previous papers {3 j 4), we derived a priori error estimates for the method, in 
both continuous and discrete time, assuming Dirichlet boundary conditions on both 
the free surface elevation and velocity. In this paper, we will relax this assumption 
on the elevation and discuss the changes to the model and to the analysis. As it 
turns out, the assumption of Dirichlet boundary conditions on elevation allowed for a 
crucial substitution which substantially simplified the analysis. However, by making 
appropriate changes to the model, we will demonstrate that we are still able to preserve 
the accuracy of the method, at the cost of some additional computational work. 

We will denote by e(z, t) the free surface elevation over a reference plane and by 
hb (z) the bathymetric depth under that reference plane so that H (z, t) = € + hb is 
the total water column. Also, we denote by u = {u(z, t) v(z, t)JT the depth-averaged 
horizontal velocities and we let U = uH. 

We will start· with the following simplified linear shallow water model: 

(1) €t + V . U = 0, 

(2) U t + GV€ - ",flU = :F, 
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which we solve over a domain n x (0, T). Here G> a is a gravitational constant and 
Jl > a is the eddy viscosity coefficient. 

Note that, integrating (1) over n, 

{ etdn + { U· lids = 0, Jn Jan 
where II is the outward normal to an. Moreover, integrating (2) over n, 

{ [Ud GV'eJ dn - Jl [ VU . lids = r Fdn. Jn Jan Jn 
Thus, it is necessary to specify some type of Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition 
on U, but it is not required (nor may it be desirable) to specify a boundary condition 
on e. 

We will assume the Dirichlet boundary condition 

(3) U=9, 

on an x (0, T). We also assume initial conditions 

(4) 

The GWCE is obtained by differentiating (1) with respect to time and substituting 
the divergence of (2) into the result. We then obtain 

(5) ett - V'. (GVe) + JlV ·AU + V ·F= O. 

with the additional initial condition that 

(6) 

The GWCE shallow water model then consists of (2) and (3)-(6). 
The rest ofthis paper is outlined as follows. In section (2) we introduce definitions 

and notation. In section (3), we derive a weak formulation of the GWCE-CME system 
of equations and state some assumptions on the solution. In section (4), we introduce 
the continuous-time finite element approximation to the weak solution, and derive 
stability and a priori error estimates for this approximation. In section (5), we extend 
these estimates to a nonlinear shallow water model. Finally, in section (6), we discuss 
a discrete time approximation to the linear model given above. 

2. Preliminaries. 

2.1. Notation. For the purposes of our analysis, we define some notation used 
throughout the rest of this paper. 

Let n be a bounded polygonal domain in]R2 and z= (Xl,X2) E lR? Moreover, 
let n = n u an, where an is the boundary of n. 

The (2 inner product is denoted by 

(<p,w) = l<powdx, 

where "0" here refers to either multiplication, dot product, or double dot product as 
appropriate. We will let (<p, w) denote an inner product on an. We denote the (2 
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norm by 11<p11 = (<p, <p)1/2. In IR,n, a = (al,"" an) is an n-tuple with nonnegative 
integer components, 

and lal = L:7=1 a;. 
For £ any nonnegative integer, let 

1{t == {<p E .c2(n) I Da<p E .c2(n) for lal ~ £} 

be the Sobolev space with norm ( a 2 ) 1/2 

11<P11'H'(n) = L liD <p 1I.c'(n) 
lalSt 

Additionally, 1{Mn) denotes the subspace of 1{1 (n) obtained by completing c6"'(n) 
with respect to the norm 11'lIw (n), where c6"'(n) is the set of infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support in n. 

Moreover, let 

w~ == {<p E .cOO(n) IDa", E .cOO(n) for 10"1 ~ £} 

be the Sobolev space with norm 

11"'lIw' (n) = max IIDa", I\.cOO(n) . 
00 lal~t 

For relevant properties of these spaces, please refer to [11. 
Observe, for instance, that 1{t are spaces of lR-valued functions. Spaces of lRn_ 

valued functions will be denoted in boldface type, but their norms will not be distin
guished. Thus, £l(n) = [.c2(n)ln has norm I\cpl\2 = L:?=1 1\'1';\12; 1£1(n) = [1{l(n)ln 
has norm I\CPII~'(n) = L:?=1 L:lal~1 I\Da<p;\12; etc. For X, a normed space with norm 
II . IIx and a map f: [0, T] -+ X, define 

IIfllho,T;x) = loT 11/(" t)II~At, 
Ilfll.coo(o,T;X) = sup 1If(-, t)llx. 

oSCST 

2.2. Approximation Result and Inverse Estimate. Let T be a quasi-uniform 
triangulation of the polygonal domain n into elements E;, i = 1, ... , m, with 
diam( E;) = h; and h = max; h;. Let Sh (S h) denote a finite dimensional subspace of 
1{l(n) (1£1 (n)) defined on this triangulation consisting of piecewise polynomials of 
degree leSs than S1' Let Sf. = Sh n {tv : tv = 9 on an} and S~ = Sh n {tv : tv = 
o on an}. Assume Sh (Sh) satisfies the standard approximation property 

(7) inf \Iv - <P1I'H'e(n) ~ Koht
- Ie Ilvll'H'(n)' v E 1{l(n) n1{t(n), 

'PES. (S.) 

and the inverse assumptions (see [2], Theorem 4.5.11) 

(8) 

(9) 

Here, So and £ are integers, 0 < So < £ < 51' Moreover, Ko is a constant independent of 
hand v. We also define the space-SF = Sh/S~. 
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3. Weak formulation. A weak formulation of (5) is obtained as follows. From 
(1), we have 

(10) (~" v) - (U, V'v) + (g. v, v) :::: 0. 

Differentiating this equation in time, holding v fixed in time, and using (2) we find 

(ll) (~tt, v) + (GV'~, V'v) - J.I(f>.U, V'v) - (:F, V'v) + (9,' v, v):::: 0, V E 1£1(0). 

Moreover, multiplying (2) by a test function and integrating by parts, 

(12) (U"w) + (GV'~,w) + J.I(V'U, V'w):::: (:F,w) + J.I(V'U. v,w), wE 1£1(0). 

In our previous work, we were able to replace the term involving f>.U in (ll) by 

because we had assumed Dirichlet boundary conditions on~. From (1), 

f>.~, :::: -f>.(V' . U) = -V' . f>.U. 

Thus, multiplying by a test function and integrating by parts one found that 

if the test function was zero on a~. Here, because our test function v is not zero on the 
boundary, we cannot make this substitution in (11) without introducing a boundary 
term involving~. This term V'~, . v is unknown. 

In defining our method below, we handle the f>.U term in (11) without requiring 
additional continuity on the finite element space. We will approximate quantities, ~, 
U, f>.U on 0 and A == V'U . v on a~. The equations for ~ and U are derived from 
(11) and (12). Integration by parts yields an equation for f>.U 

(13) (f>.U,w):::: -(V'U, V'w) + (A,W), wE 1£1(0). 

And fill.ally, by (12), we have an equation for A 

(14) J.I(A, w) :::: (U" w) + (GV'~, w) + J.I(V'U, V'w) - (:F, w), wE 1£1 (0). 

3.1. Some Assumptions. We will make the following assumptions about the 
solutions and the data. First, we assume the domain 0 is polygonal, and for (z, t) E 
nx(O,T], 

AI. the·solutions~, U to (2) and (3)-(6) exist and are unique, 
A2. J.I is a positive constant, 

We make the following smoothness assumptions on the initial data and on the solu
tions. 

A3. ~o. UO(z) E 1£t(O), 
A4. ~E1£l+l(O), t>O, 
A5. U,U, E 1£t(O), t> 0, 
A6. f>.U E 1£t(O), t > 0, 
A7. AE.c 2 (aO), t>O, 

where the integer f. 2: 2 is defined in the next section. 

, 

I 

.1 
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4. A Galerkin Finite Element Approximation. 

4.1. The Continuous-Time Galerkin Approximation. Define an approxi
mation ~h(" t) E Sh by 

(15) 

and for t > 0, 

(17) «~")II' v) + (G11"(V'~"), V'v) 

- "(.6.,,U ", V'v) - (F, V'v) + (gt . v, v) = 0, v E S", 

where 11"(V'~") denotes the £2 projection OfV'~h into Sh, and .6.hUh is defined below. 
Define an approximation U h (', t) E S~ by 

(18) 

and for t > 0, 

(19) «U")t,w) + (GV'~",w) + ,,(V'Uh, V'w) = (F,w), w E S~. 

The "discrete Laplacian" .6."U" E S" in (17) is defined by . 

(20) (.6."U ", w) = -(V'U ", V'tD) + (~", w), wE S", 

where the approximate boundary flux ~" E S:o is defined by 

(21) "(~,,,Wb) = «U")t,tDb) + (GV'~",tDb) 
+"(V'U,,, V'Wb) - (F,Wb), Wb E S:o. 

Thus, the system (15)-(21) yields a system of equations in four unknowns, ~h, U", 
.6."U" and ~". 

In section (6), we will formulate a discrete time version of this scheme and show 
that these unknowns can be determined in a sequential manner. Moreover, all matrices 
which arise are symmetric, positive definite, and time-independent. 

4.2. A stability estimate. As a prelude to deriving an error estimate, we study 
the stability of the scheme above in the case 9 = 0 and F = O. 

We first manipulate the equations above to yield an equation for elevation. Inte
grating (17), (19), (20) and (21) in time from zero to t, we obtain 

(22) «~")t, v) + (l G11"(V'~,,)ds, V'v) - ,,(l.6.hU "ds, V'v) = (~L v), v E S", 

--
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(25) 1l(1' >'hds,wo) = (Vh,Wb) + (1' GV'~hds,wo) 
+1l(1' V'Vhds.V'Wb) - (Vo,Wo), Wo E sfn. 

Adding (23) and (25) we find 

(26) (V h, W + Wb) + (1' GV'~hds, 10 + Wb) 

+Il(fo
t 

V'V hds, V'(1O + Wb») - 1l(1' >'hdS, 10 + w o) = (VO, W + Wb). 

Here we have used the {act that 10 = 0 on an in the term involving >'h. 
We now set 10 + Wb = 71'(V'~h) in (26), and set v = ~h in (22) to obtain 

(27) (~h)I,~h) + (1' G7I'(V'~h)ds, V'~h) -1l(1'll.hV hds , V'~h) = (~L~h), 

and 

(28) (V h, V'~II) + (10' G'V~hds, 71'(V'eh)) 

+ 1l(1o' V'V II, V'7I'('Veh» - 1l<1' >'hds, 71'('Vell») = (V h(-, 0), V'eh)' 

Setting 10 = 71'(V'~h) in (24), we find 

(1' ll.hV lids; V'~II) = (1'll.hV hds, 71'(V'eh)) 

= -(1' V'V hds, V'7I'(V'eh)) + (1' >'hds, 71'(V'eh»' 

Substituting this result into (28) and subtracting {rom (27), we obtain a useful 
equation {or elevation. 

(29) ((~hh'~h) = (V II, V'ell) - (10' G7I'(V'eh)ds, V'ell) + (ia' G'Veh ds , 71'(V'eh» 

+(e~, ell) - (V II (-,0), V'~h) 
= (V h, V'ell) + (a, eh) - (V h(-, 0), V'~II)' 

We continue by deriving an equation {or velocity. Letting 10 = V h in (19) we 
obtain 

(30) 

Now. adding (29) and (30) and integrating by parts we find 

(31) «~h)l,eh)+«(Vh)I,Vh)+P(V'Vh.V'Vh) 

= (eLeh) - (V' . V h,~h) + (G~h' V'. V h) + (V'. U h(', O)'~h) 
= -(V' . Vh,~h) + (Geh,V" V h), 
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where in the last step we have used the fact that ~h is the L2 projection of -V'·U h(', 0) 
into Sh. 

Integrating (31) in time from 0 to T we find 

II~h(.,T)112+IIUh(.T)112+2Jl1aT IIV'Uhl\2dt 

S 1\~oI12 + IIUol1 2 + faT [JlIIV'Uh\l2 + C\l~hl\2] dt. 

(32) 

An application of Gronwall's Lemma gives the following result. 
LEMMA 4.1. For the case g = 0 and :F = 0, and any T > 0, 

4.3. An a priori error estimate. We now consider the more general case where 
g and :F are not zero. In order to derive an error estimate, let Eh denote the L2 
projection of ~ into Sh, and lh the elliptic projection of U into S~; that is, lh E S~ 
is defined by 

(33) 

Let 1/J~ = ~h - Eh, 1/Ju = U h - lh, ()~ = ~ - ~h' and 6u = U - lh. 
We first derive an equation for 1/Je. Integrating (11) in time and combining with 

(22) we find 

(34) «1/Jeh, v) + (l G?r(V'~h)ds, V'v) 

= (~h - ~t(-, 0), v) + «6eh, v) + (l GV'~ds, V'v) 

+Jl(l (AhU h - AU)ds, V'v). 

Integrating (12) and (14) in time, adding them and combining with (26), we find 

(35) (1/Ju, W + Wb) + (l GV'~hds, W + Wb) 

= (6u, W + Wb) - (6u(', O),w + Wb) + (l GV'~ds, W + Wb) 

+ Jl(l (AhUh - AU)ds,w +Wb). 

Here we have used (20) and (13) in the last term. 
Setting v = t/Je in (34) and W + Wb = ?r(V'1/Je) in (35), where ?r(V'1/Jel is the L2 

projection ofV't/Je into Sh, and subtracting (35) from (34), we find a desired equation 
for t/Je. 

(36) «t/Jel" t/Je) = (t/Ju, V't/Je)- (l GV'~ds, ?r(V't/Je) - V'1/Jel 

+«(}e ).,-Ipe) - (IJ u , 11"(V't/Je)) + (IJu (-, 0), 11"(V't/Je)) 

+Jl(l AUds, 11"(V'1/Jel- V't/Je)) - (V'. (U h - U)(" 0), t/Je)· 
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We continue by deriving an equation for tPu. From (19). we find 

(37) ((tPu)e,l,bu) + (GVI,b{,l,bu) + J.l(Vl,bu, Vl,bu) 

= ((Ou)t, I,bu) + (GVO{, I,bu) + J.l(VOu, Vl,bu). 

Adding (36)-(37), integrating by parts, and using the definitions of the £2 and 
elliptic projections, we find 

(38) ((1h)t,l,bd + ((l,bu)t,l,bu) + J.l(Vl,bu, Vl,bu) 

= -(V· I,bu, I,bd - (l G(V~ - 7r(Ve))ds, 7r(VtPd - VI/!d 

- (Ou, 7r(VI,be)) + (6uLO), 7r(Vl,be)) + ((6u )t,l,bu) 

+ (G(tPe - 6e), V· I,bu) + J.l(l (tl.U - 7r(tl.U))ds, 7r(Vl,bd - Vl,bd 

- (V· (Uh - U)(-,O),l,bd, 

where 7r(tl.U) is the £2 projection of AU into Sh. 
Integrating this equation in time, and bounding terms on the right hand side, we 

find 

(39) III/!e(" T)1I2 + IITJiu(" T)11 2 + 2J.l loT IIVI,bull2dt 

:5 J.l loT IIVTJiul12dt + Ch-2 loT l1V~ - 7r(V~)1I2dt 

+ C loT [IiOe112 + IITJieIl2
) dt 

+ C loT [h-2110uW + 11(Ouh112 + Ill,bull2] dt+ Ch-2110u(" 0)112 

+ Ch-2 loT IIAU - 7r(tl.U)1I2dt + Ch2 loT [l17r(VTJie)112 + IIVTJieI12
) dt 

+ CIIV· (U h(-, 0) - U(-, 0))11 2
. 

It is easily shown that 

This result together with inverse estimate (9) yields 

Ch2 loT [117r(Vl/!e)W + IIVl,beW) dt :5 C loT Ill,bdl2dt. 

Combining the above with (39) as well as the approximation result (7) yields 

111,b{(·, T)11 2 + IItPu(-, T)W + J.l loT 1IV'l,bul12dt 

::; Ch2(I-l) + C loT [lil,be11 2 + IltPul12) dt. 

Applying Gronwall's inequality and the triangle inequality, we obtain the following 
result. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let the assumptions AI-A 7 hold. Assume the finite element 
solutions ~h, V h, 6.hV h, and Ah to (15)-(21) exist and are unique. Then there exists 
a constant C independent of h such that 

(40) II(V - V h)l\L:oo(O,TP) + II~ - ~hll.coo(O,TP) ~ Chl
-

1
. 

We remark that this rate of convergence is the same as that obtained in our earlier 
paper (3). 

5. A nonlinear model. Realistic shallow water models are nonlinear. For ex
ample, the term G"\1~ in the momentum equation (2) is actually gH"\1~, where 9 is 
gravitational acceleration (assumed constant). Moreover, an advection term "\1 . V2 / H 
is also present. There are also forcing terms (Coriolis force, wind stress, tide poten
tials, bottom friction) present in the equation; we will assume these are known, and 
for simplicity lump them into the term:F. Thus (2) becomes 

( 41) 
V2 

Ve + gH"\1~ +"\1. If - iJaV =:F, 

and the GWCE (5) becomes 

(42) ~tt -"\1. (gH"\1~) -"\1. ("\1. r::) + iJ"\1· av +"\1.:F = O. 

Let 

and 

where 

Hh=hb+~h. 

Let 1I"rh (1I"r) denote the L2 projection of rh (r) into Sh. Our finite element 
method is defined as follows. We choose the initial data as before and define the 
discrete Laplacian by (20). Then, for t > 0, 

(43) ((~h)tt,V) + (1I"rh, "\1v) 

- iJ(6.hVh, "\1v) - (:F, "\1v) + (9t' v,v) = 0, 1) E Sh, 

(44) ((V hh, w) + iJ("\1V h, "\1w) = -(rh , w) + (:F, w) 

and 

(45) 

= -(1I"rh'W) + (:F,w), w E S~, 

iJ(Ah, Wb) = ((V h)t, Wb) + (rh, Wb) 

+iJ("\1V h, "\1wb) - (:F, Wb), 

For the error analysis below, we will assume that a constant K exists such that 
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AS. lI~hllCOO(O,T;COOl + IIUhllcoo(Q,T;cool ~ K, 
and that positive constants B •• , H" exist such that 

AS. B •• < Hh < W·. 
Using an induction argument as in [3}, one can show that K, B.. and B" are 
independent of h for h sufficiently smalL for polynomials of degree two and higher. 
We will also assume that 

A9. ~,hb, U E w.;.,(n), r E l£t(n). 
Define 'h, I/Ju, O~ and Ou as before. We first derive an equation for I/J~. Integrate 

(43) in time and subtract the analogous equation obtained from (42) to find 

(46) «I/J{)t, v) = (a ..:. ~t{., 0), v) + (Io'rr(r - rh)ds, V'v) 

+(O{}t, v) + (10' (r - rrr)ds, V'v) 

+Il(lt (AhU h - AU)ds, V'v), v E Sh. 

Integrate (44) and (45) in time and subtract the analogous equation obtained from 
(41) to find 

(47) (I/Ju, 10) = (lrr(r - rh)ds,w) + 1l(1o' (AhUh - AU)ds,10) + (Ou,w) 

-(Ou(" 0), 10), 10 E Sh. 

Setting v = I/Je in (46), 10 = rr(V'.,pe) in (47), subtracting (47) from (46), and 
using the definition of the L 2 projections, yields 

(48) «I/Jdt, I/Jd = (I/Ju, V'I/Jd + (10' (r - rrr)ds, V'.,p~) 

+(~h - ~t(-, 0), I/J{) + Il(l (AU - rr(AU))ds, rr(V'I/Jd - V'I/J~) 
-(Ou,rrV'I/Jd+ (Ou(·,O),rrV'I/J~) 

We continue by deriving an equation for !/iu. From (44) and (41), and the defini
tion of the elliptic projection, we obtain 

(49) «~u}t, 10) + Il (V' !/iu , V'w) = (r - rh,W) + «Ou )t, 10), 10 E S~. 

Now, adding (48) and (49), we obtain 

(50) «!/idt,!/id + «!/iu)t,!/iu) + Il (V' 1/!u , V'.,pu) 

= (~h - ~t(-, O),!/id + (!/iu, V'I/Jd + Il(la' (AU - rr(AU))ds, rr(V'!/id - V'.,p~) 

+ (la' (r - rrr)ds, V'!/i~) - (/lu, rrV'I/Jd + (/lut-. 0), rrV'!/id 

+ (r - rh),!/iu) + «Ou}t,.,pu). 
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The fourth and seventh terms on the right side of (50) are handled as follows. 

(51) 

(52) 

(l (r - "r)ds, V'1/Jd ::; Ch- 2\\l (r - r.T)ds\\2 + Ch2 11V'1h11 2 

::; Ch2(1-1) + ClI1/J{112. 

U2 U2 

(r - rh, 1/iU) = (gHV'~ - gHh V'~h, 1/iU) + (V' . (If - H:)' 1/iU) 

= (ghbV'(~ - ~h),1/iU) + ~(V'e - V'~~,1/iu) 
U2 U2 

-(If- H:'V'1/iu) 

= -g(~ - ~h, V' . (hb1/iu» - ~(e - ~~, V' '1/iU) 

_(U2Hh-U~H V'.I.) 
HHh ,o/u 

= -g(~ - ~h' V'. (hb1/iU» - ~(e - ~~, V' '1/JU) 

_(U
2
(Hh - H) - Hh(U

2 
- U~) V'.I. ) 

HHh ' o/U 

::; CII1/idI2 + CII6dl2 + CII1/iuIl2 

+C1I6u1I2 + ~1IV'1/iulf 

11 

Combining (50), (51) and (52), choosing f sufficiently small, using bounds previ· 
ously derived for the remaining terms, and integrating in time, we obtain 

(53) 1l1/i{(" T)1l2 + ll1/iuh T)1I2 + II. !aT 11V'1/iuI12dt 

::; Ch2(1-1) + C !aT 1II1/i{1I2 + ll1/iuIl2] dt. 

Using Gronwall's Lemma we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume the finite element solutions ~h' Uh, bo"U" , and Ah to 

(15), (16), (43), (18), (44), (20) and (45) exist and are unique. Let the assumptions 
Al-A10 hold and assume h is sufficiently small. Then, there exists a constant C 
independent of h such that 

(54) 

6. A Discrete-Time Galerkin Approximation. In this section, we return for 
simplicity to the linear model presented in Section 1, with g = :F = 0, and formulate 
a discrete time method. We extend our continuous-time stability argument presented 
in section (4) and show that the discrete scheme satisfies the same stability bound. 
We leave the derivation of error estimates for this scheme to the reader. 

Choose a time step bot > 0 and set t k = kbot, k = 0,1, .... Denote fez, t k
) by fk. 

A discrete time scheme based on (2) and (3)-(6) can be defined as follows. We define 
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the initial approximations ~~ and U~ as before, see (15), (18). We enforce the initial 
condition (6) by 

(55) (~~ ~/~ ,v) + ('i7 . U~, v) = 0, v E Sh. 

(Note that here, ~~ has a different meaning than in the previous sections, it is defined 
by (55).) Then, for k = 1,2, ... , 

(56) 
Uk U k - 1 ( h:'

t 
h ,10) + (G'i7~~, 10) + 1-'('i7U~, 'i71O) = 0, 10 E st 

(57) 
Uk U k - 1 

1-'(.>.~,1Ob)=( h:'/ ,Wb)+(G'i7~~,1Ob) 

+1-'('i7Ut'i7Wb), 10b E S~n, 

(58) 

and 

(59) 

Note that, at each step in the above procedure, the matrices which arise are 
symmetric and positive definite, and independent of time. 

We now extend the stability argument given above for the continuous time scheme 
to this discrete scheme. This argument can also be used to show uniqueness (hence 
existence) for the solutions to the system give above. 

We first derive an equation for ~~+1 . Adding (56) and (58) and using the definition 
(58) of AhUt we find 

(60) 
Uk U k - 1 ( h:'

t 
h ,w)+(G'i7~~,w)-I-'(AI>U~,w)=O, wESI>. 

Multiplying this equation by At and summing on k, k = 1, ... , n, for some integer 
n> 0, we find 

n n 

(61) (U~,lO) + (2: G'i7~~At,w) -1-'(2: AI>U~At,lO) = (U~,w), 10 E SI>. 
"=1 1.=1 

Multiplying (59) by At and summing on k we obtain 

~n+l ~n n 
( h A~ h, v) + (2: G"I1"('i7~~)At, 'i7v) 

"=1 
(62) 

Setting v = ~~+1 in (62) and 10 = "11"('i7~~+1) in (61), subtracting (61) from (62) 
and substituting (55), we find 

~n+l ~n 
( h - h tn+1) _ -(Uo 'i7tn+1) _ ('i7 . U O t n+1) + (Un 'i7tn+1) 

At ,<'h - h' <'1> h"h h' <'1> • (63) 
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We continue by deriving an equation for U~. Setting k = n in (56) and w = U~, 
we obtain 

(64) 

Now, adding (63) and (64), using the inequality ala - b) > (a 2 - b2 )/2, and 
integrating by parts we find 

(65) lIe~+1112 -11eJ:W + II~W _1I~-IW + IIV'U"112 
2~t 2~t /l. h 

:5 (G{~, \7. U;:) - (\7. Uh,e~+I). 

Multiplying (65) by 2~t and summing on n, n = 1,2, ... , N where N ~ 1 is an 
integer, we find 

N 

(66) lIef+lW + IIU~W +2/l. L 1IV'~1I2dt 
n=l 

N+l N 

:5 lIe~W + IIU~1I2 + C L 1I{;:1I2~t + /l. L II\7UhIl2~t. 
n=1 ,,=1 

Finally, we note that, by (55), setting v = e~ we find 

(67) II{~II :5 lief II I + ~tll\7 . U~II· 
Combining (67) with (66) and applying the discrete version of Gronwall's inequality 
we obtain the following. 

LEMMA 6.1. For the case 9 = ° and :F = 0, N a positive integer and ~t > 0, 

(68) 
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ABSTRACT 

A finite volume method on unstructured 
meshes has been developed for solving the 
system of shallow water equations. The sys
tem of equations is formulated as a conserva
tion law, and integrated over each cell. The 
solution is approximated on each cell by con
stants or linears. Numerical fluxes at cell in
terfaces are computed using Roe's approx
imate solution of the Riemann shock-tube 
problem. This paper outlines the method 
and discusses the extension of this procedure 
to physical problems involving wetting and 
drying. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The shallow water equations (SWE) can 
be used to study many physical phenom
ena of interest such as storm surges, tidal 
fluctuations, tsunami waves, forces acting on 
off-shore structures, and contaminant and 
salinity transport. Due to their practical 

"This work supported in part by N ationa! Science 
Founda';on grant DMA-969617i. 

importance, the SWE have been widely in
vestigated and a variety of numerical meth
ods have been developed. As in the case 
of Navier-Stokes equations, the coupling be
tween the velocity field and elevation (which 
plays the role of density in SWE) has played 
an important role in the development of 
numerical schemes. Finite element meth
ods based on mixed-order interpolations (e.g. 
King & Norton (1978)) and equal-order in
terpolations (e.g., Kawahara et al. (1982), 
Zienkiewicz & Ortiz (1995)) have been de
veloped. Alternatively, numerical schemes 
based on equal-order interpolations and wave 
formulations of the SWE have also been de
veloped ( Lynch & Gray (1979), Luettich et 
al. (1991)). Numerical methods developed 
in the context of gas dynamics, namely, fi
nite volume methods based on formulating 
Riemann problems at the cell interfaces have 
also been applied to the SWE (Alcrudo and 
Garcia-Navarro (1993), Sleigh et al. (1997)). 
The numerical method to be presented in 
this paper is a Godunov-type finite volume 
method and belongs to the last category. 
The basic algorithm is described in (Chip
pada et al. (1997)). Here we briefly outline 
the method and discuss its extension to prob
lems with wetting and drying boundaries. 



Figure 1: Definition of elevation and 
bathymetry 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The system of shallow water equations are 
statements of conservation of mass and mo
mentum, and are given by: 

On the land boundary, we have the no nor
mal flow boundary conditions given by: 

(3) 

where v is the unit normal. River bound
aries bring in discarge into the system and 
are given by: 

U·v=U.v, and ~=~ (4) 

where hat quantities are the incoming river 
values. On an open ocean boundary, usually 
elevation is specified as function of time: 

(5) 

In addition, sometimes a radiation-type 
boundary condition is imposed to let waves 
leave the domain without any reflections. 

~; + V'. U = 0, (1) NUMERICAL MODELING 

and 

au +V'.(UU)+TbfU + IckxU+gHV'~ = F. 
at H (2) 

In the above equations, ~ represents the 
deflection of the air-liquid interface from the 
mean sea level, H = hb + ~ represents the 
total fluid depth, and hb is the bathymetric 
depth (see Fig.l), U = uH = (U, V)" is the 
fluid discharge field, u is the depth averaged 
horizontal velocity field, Ie is the Coriolis pa
rameter resulting from the earth's rotation, 
k is the local vertical vector, 9 is the gravi
tational acceleration, and Tbf is the bottom 
friction coefficient which is usually computed 
using either Manning's or Chezy's friction 
law. In most practical applications, bottom 
friction dominates lateral diffusion and dis
persion, and these terms are neglected in the 
above equations. In addition to the above 
described phenomena, often we need to in
clude the effects of surface wind stress, vari
able atmospheric pressure and tidal poten
tials which are expressed through the body 
force F (Luettich et ai., (1991)). 

A Godunov-type finite volume method 
based on unstructured triangular meshes has 
been developed to solve the system of shal
low water equations given by Eqs.l and 2. In 
this method, elevation ~ and fluid discharges 
U and V are approximated as piecewise con
stants within each triangle, and numerical 
fluxes at cell edges are computed by solv
ing the Riemann shock-tube problem in an 
approximate manner using Roe's lineariza
tion technique (Roe, 1981). This method 
has also been extended to a second-order 
accurate non-oscillatory scheme through a 
slope-limiter type algorithm. This numerical 
method is described in detail in (Chippada 
et al. (1996)). We briefly outline the scheme 
and then present a method for extending it 
to handle wetting and drying problems. 

The system of SWE can be written in com
pact form as 

(6) 

where 

( 7) 



(
u U2 _ [!..(H2 _ h2) UV) T 
'H 2 ' , H 

(8) 

f (V 
UV V2 g 2 2 )T 

y= 'Il'If-"2(H -h,) ( 9) 

and 

h= ( 

Integrating (6) over a control volume ne 
and over a time interval [tn, tnH ], we obtain 

Here f = (fx,fyl, fe is the boundary of ne 
and n is the outward unit normal to f e' 

For triangular control volumes, the dis
crete equations are 

en+1 _ en 3 

e ~t e m(ne) + 2:ftm(fi) = h~m(ne), 
~=1 

where the superscript represents the time 
level, Ce and he represent average values over 
the element, and m(ne) and m(fe) represent 
the measures of ne and fe, respectively. In 
our scheme the average values are approxi
mated by constants on each triangular ele
ment. The fluxes fi approximate the nor
mal flux f· n through each of the three faces 
of the triangle. These are calculated explic
itly using the element averages of the pri
mary variables and an approximate Riemann 
solver (Roe, 1981). 

A higher-order variant of this algorithm 
can be obtained by approximating the solu
tion over each element as a linear function. 
This linear is of the form 

eL=ce+(x-xe)(De)., (11) 

where Xe is the barycenter of ne. The 
"slope" (De)e is calculated in a post
processing step from the average values of the 
cells neighboring ne. The slopes are limited 
so as to not allow oscillations in the linear 
solution. The specific slope construction and 
limiting procedure we use are described in 
detail in (Chippada et al. 1997). Note that 
the linear CL is mass-preserving. This linear 
representation is used to calculate more ac
curate fluxes through the edges of the bound
ary. The time discretization is also modified 
from that given above to a two-step Runge
Kutta procedure in order to increase the tem
poral accuracy. 

WETTING AND DRYING 
In problems with wetting and drying 

boundaries, the free surface approaches the 
bottom sea bed, and the fluid depth ap
proaches zero. The shallow water equations 
are no longer valid in this case, and the com
plete 3-D N avier-Stokes equations should be 
solved. This of course is nontrivial, and 
hence there has been a great deal of effort in 
modifying shallow water simulators to han
dle problems with wetting and drying bound
aries. The aim is to modify the numerical 
scheme so that it will not break down near 
contact points and at the same time models 
the movement of the water front with reason
able accuracy. Fortunately, in the context of 
the finite volume method described above , 
this can be done quite easily. 

Sleigh et ai. (1997), Zhao et ai. (1994) and 
a few others have already done some work on 
extending finite volume schemes to the case 
of wetting/ drying boundaries. Their idea is 
to check the fluid depth in a cell, and if it 
is less than a cut-off depth Ho, to declare it 
as a dry cell and remove it from the compu
tations. This basic procedure can be further 
refined by including partially wet cells in ad
dition to wet and dry ceUs. Furthermore, the 
equations are reformulated in a partially wet 
ceU by neglecting the inertial terms. Sleigh 



et ai. (1997) consider only mass fiux and set 
momentum fluxes to zero in a partially wet 
cell. 

In our numerical scheme, we use a slightly 
different approach. We don't allow the cell 
to dry up completely and always maintain 
a thin layer of fluid. Thus if the fiuid depth 
falls below a cut-off depth Ho, the fluid depth 
is reset to Ho and the flow velocities are set to 
zero within that element. In this way, there 
is no need to keep track of wet and dry cells. 
Flux calculations are done over all cell edges 
and the fluid depth and fluid velocities are 
updated in all cells. As will be clear from the 
results to be presented in the next section, 
this simple procedure works very well and 
gives accurate results for a darn break prob
lem, where an analytical solution is known. 

RESULTS 

A one-dimensional darn break problem is 
solved first. The darn breaks at time t == 0, 
and the fluid that is initially at rest upstream 
of the darn rushes downstream, which is as
sumed to be initially dry. The bottom of the 
river bed is assumed to be friction-less, and 
all other phenomena such as Coriolis forces, 
wind stress and atmospheric stress are not 
considered. This problem has an analytical 
solution (Toro, 1992). The numerical solu
tion obtained is shown in Fig.2, and com
pared against the analytical solution in Fig.3. 
The mesh size .6.x == O.lm, and the time step 
size .6.t == O.Ols. Two different cut-off depths 
of Ho == l.0-3m and Ho == l.0-6m have been 
used to flag a cell as a wet or a dry cell. 
Some differences between the numerical solu
tion and the exact solution occur at the head 
and the foot of the wave front. At the top 
of the wave front the differences are due to 
numerical damping. At the foot of the front. 
the differences are due to our treatment of 
the wetting/drying boundary. However. the 
errors due to ad hoc cut-off lengths are not 
signif'-ant and the numerical solution is seen 

)((m) 

Figure 2: Numerical solution of the 1-D darn 
break problem. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of 1-D numerical so
lutions with analytical solution. 

to be only weakly influenced by the cut-off 
depth. 

To test our 2-D unstructured numerical 
algorithm, the same 1-D darn break prob
lem is solved as a two-dimensional problem, 
with the fluid being confined by solid free
slip walls on either side. The numerical mesh 
used, fluid depth contours at the end of time 
t == 1 second, and comparison of the fluid 
depth at the centerline with analytical so
lution are shown in FigsA- 6. A numerical 
cut-off depth of Ho == 1O-3m is used in this 
simulation. Again. we find very good agree
ment between the numerical solution and the 
exact solution. 



Figure 4: Numerical mesh used in solving 1-
D dam break problem in a 2-D domain. 
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Figure 5: Fluid depth contours at the end of 
Is for the dam break problem. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of 2-D numerical solu
tion with analytical solution for fluid depth 
at the end of Is. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A Godunov-type finite volume method 
based on unstructured triangular meshes and 
Roe's approximate Riemann solver has been 
developed. This numerical procedure has 
been shown to model wetting and drying 
problems in a simple and accurate manner. 
Application of this procedure to the study of 
storm surges and flood plains is in progress. 
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Abstract 

In the numerical modeling of fluid flow and transport problems. the velocity field frequently needs to be projected from one finite 
dimensional space into another. In certain applications. especially those involving modeling of mulll'species transport. the new projected 
velocity field should be accurate as well as locally mass conservative. 

In this paper. a velocity projection method has been developed that is both accurate and mass conservative element-by-element on the 
projected grid. The velocity correction is expressed as gradient of a scalar pressure field, and the resultant Poisson equation is solved using a 
mixed/hybrid finite element method and lowest-Grder Raviart-Thomas spaces. The conservative projection method is applied to the system 
of shallow water equations and a theoretical error estimate is derived. © 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. 

1. Introduction 

In the numerical modeling of fluid flow and transpon problems, the computed velocity field frequently needs 
to be projected from one finite dimensional subspace into another, possibly to satisfy some constraint or because 
the underlying mesh has changed. For example, in Lagrangian-based numerical modeling of free boundary 
problems, to avoid mesh distonions the numerical mesh is regenerated once every few time steps, and in such 
situations the velocity field has to be projected from the old grid onto the new grid. Other imponant applications 
where the velocity field may need to be projected are in the modeling of environmental surface and subsurface 
flow and transpon problems. In these problems, the flow and transpon equations arise from conservation of 
mass (plus some additional equations such as Darcy's Law or the Navier-Stokes equations). The flow and 
multi-species transpon are often solved separately using completely different numerical methods and grids due 
to differences in length and time scales of the phenomena involved. For accurate transpon, it is desirable for the 
velocities to be locally conservative on the transpon grid. This can be accomplished through the projection 
algorithm described below. 

A particular example on which we will focus is the modeling of surface flow. Here the flow model is 
described by the shallow water equations. The ADCIRC (an advanced circulation model for shelves, coasts and 
estuaries) [7,8] and RMA codes [5] are examples of widely used shallow water hydrodynamics models. Both 
models are based on Galerkin-type finite element methods and unstructured triangular grids. The velocities 
computed with these models can serve as input to a multi-species transpon model. For example, the 
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CE-QUAL-ICM [2] simulator is a widely used water quality model. It uses unstructured quadrilateral grids and 
finite volume type discretization. All of these codes are utilized by US Army Corps of Engineers at the 
Waterways Experiment Station in Vicksburg. Mississippi. and other state and federal agencies in modeling 
environmental quality of shallow water systems. Therefore. there is a need to couple these hydrodynamic and 
water quality models and to perform a projection to produce a locally conservative velocity field on the transport 
grid. 

In this paper we present an approach which we call the conservative velocity projection method. which 
projects a computed velocity field from one finite dimensional space into another in an accurate and 
element-by-element mass conservative manner. In particular, we will focus on a projection algorithm based on 
the mixed/hybrid finite element method. This method is well-suited for computing locally conservative velocity 
fields. 

In Section 2, the mathematical aspects of hydrodynamics and environmental modeling are briefly discussed. 
The conservative projection method and the mixed/hybrid finite element method are outlined in Section 3. An 
error estimate for the accuracy of the projected velocity field is derived in Section 4. The application of the 
projection method to the shallow water equations modeled using the ADCIRC code is presented in Section 5. 
Finally, in Section 6. we conclude with some remarks and future research possibilities. 

2. Flow and transport modeling 

The most general form of the conservation of mass equation is given by 

ilp 
-+V'U=q ilt . (1) 

In the above equation, p is the the fluid density, u is the velocity vector field, U = pu, V is the spatial gradient 
operator and q represents the sources and sinks that may be present in the flow domain. In most hydrodynamics 
situations the fluid flow is incompressible and the mass conservation equations simplifies to 

V·u=q. (2) 

We present the projection method for a fluid flow system with conservation of mass of the form given by Eq. 
(1), but the procedure and analysis carries forward in a straightforward manner to the case of incompressible 
flows also. Further, in the case of shallow water systems, even though the fluid flow is governed by the 3-D 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, after depth-averaging we obtain a mathematical system which is 
compressible in nature with conservation of mass equation of the form given by Eq. (I) and the fluid depth H 
playing the role of density. 

The fluid flow mathematical model typically consists of a mass conservation equation given by either Eqs. (I) 
or (2) and a momentum conservation law. Several forms of momentum conservation laws are used depending 
on the flow situations. In high-speed aerodynamic flows compressible Navier -Stokes equations are used 
whereas in the case of low speed hydraulic flows the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved. In the 
case of flow through porous media the velocity field is determined using Darcy's law. In certain flow problems 
the energy equation and an equation of state may also have to be solved simultaneously along with the mass and 
momentum equations. The actual form of the fluid flow model itself is not important since in this paper we are 
only interested in post-processing a given fluid flow field so that it is locally mass-conservative on the same grid 
or on an entirely new grid. As proof-of-concept, we apply the conservative velocity projection method to the 
fluid flow governed by the system of shallow water equations and this hydrodynamics model is described in 
detail in Section 5. 

We assume that we have a hydrodynamics model governing the fluid flow consisting of a mass conservation 
law (Eq. (1») and a momentum conservation law and any other equations that may be necessary to compute the 
flow field. This system is numerically solved using any of the existing finite difference, finite element and finite 
volume type numerical schemes. 

The multi-species transport model consists of a system of advection-diffusion-reaction type transport 
equations of the following form: 



, -,;' 
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a(pC i ) 

--+ V· (pUC) =V· CD Vc),- (I", - R" at J J' 
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where c i is the concentration per ulit mass "f species I, R "a reaCtlOn-IVpe source functIon and [) 's ttc 
diffusion coefficient. The primary illfluence of the 11()w lidd IS 10 the advectlvc transpon of the concentration 
species. In case of turbulent fluid flo',vs the velocitv licld can also inlluence the diffuslOn cocificient D ' Here. we 

are assuming passive scalar transport and that the concentratIOn held does not affect the lIuid flow, If this IS not 
the case then we need to solve the bydrodynamics and concentration equations together preferably on the same 
grids. 

In the numerical solution of the concentration equations it is important that the velocity field be mass 
conservative cell-by-cell. This can be seen more clearly if we rewrite the transpon equation (Eq. (3» in the 
following way: 

p(iJci +u ·Vc -~V'(DVc) -~R) + c (a p + V·(pU)- q) =0, 
at 'p , p' 'at 

(4) 

The mass conservation equation is present in the species transport equation (Eq, (3», and if we do not have 
local mass conservation it amounts to adding spurious sources and sinks. This could give rise to numerical 
instabilities. especially if we are interested in integrating the equations over long periods of time. Also. in some 
applications the concentrations are very small (of the order of 10 -6) and small errors in mass conservation can 
have significant influence on the accuracy and stability of the system. Thus, it is important for the velocity field 
to be cell-by-cell mass conservative in the multi-species transport studies. 

3. Conservative projection formulation 

Let n E R", n = 2 or 3, be the physical domain and an the external boundary of this domain. Further, let ani 
be the boundary on which we have Dirichlet boundary conditions on the normal velocity expressed as 

U' " = g on anI' (5) 

where" is the outward pointing unit normal vector at the boundary. Let h'::' be the mesh parameter of the old 
grid and h

n be the mesh parameter of the new grid. Further, let V.o and VI.' be finite dimensional subspaces 
corresponding to the old and new meshes. Given Uho EVho the problem is to find Uh, E VI.' such that Uh , is a 
close approximation of U.o and that Uh, 'satisfies' the mass conservation law given by 

ap 
V· U., = q - at = f in n , 

and (6) 

U.n' ,,= g on anI' 

The new velocity Uh, is expressed in terms of the old velocity U.o in the following manner: 

Uh, = rJ'.nU.o + 1;,. E V.' , (7) 

where rJ'h'U,O is the :£2 projection of the old velocity U.o into Vhn and 1;" E V.' is the velocity correction which 
we need to compute. Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) we obtain the following boundary value problem: 

V· 1;,. = f - V· rJ' •• U.o = 1 in n, 
and (8) 

1;, •. " = g - rJ'.,Uho . " = g on ani' 

Further, we express 1;" as the gradient of a scalar function in the following manner: 

1;" = -V<Ph' . (9) 

The scalar variable <Ph' can be thought of as a pseudo-pressure. This type of representation implies that the 
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Fig. I. Piece~wlse approximatIOns on a tnangular element usmg lowest-order Ravian-Thomas spaces. 

vorticity of the new velocity field V" is same as that of the old velocity field gr>"Vho and the velocity correction 
I;,o helps us obtain local mass conservation without changing the vorticity of the velocity field. Substituting Eq. 
(9) into Eq. (8) we obtain the following elliptic problem: 

-!!J.¢h' = j on n. 
and -V¢h" = g on on\ . (10) 

¢h' = 0 on an/ anI . 

The elliptic problem given by Eq. (10) is solved using the mixed/hybrid finite element method which 
approximates both fluxes (r) and pressures (¢). In addition. the fluxes r· v = -V¢· v are continuous across 
the edges and the resulting numerical solution satisfies mass conservation cell-by-cell. The mixed/hybrid finite 
element approximation of the elliptic problem (Eq. (l0» together with velocity relations (Eqs. (7) and (9» 
represent the conservative velocity projection formulation. 

On the new grid, the elliptic problem is approximated using triangular elements and lowest-order Raviart
Thomas spaces which are written as follows for a given triangular element E (see Fig. I): 

Wb.(E) = {a E R on E} , 

and 

(
a + f3X) 

V •• (E) = 'Y + f3y ; a, f3, 'Y E R, (x, y) E E . 

The finite dimensional scalar and vector spaces on the new grid are defined as 

Wb• = {w E .;£2(il): W\E E Wh.(E)'V E} 

V •• = {v E .;£2(il): ViE E vb.(E)V E} 

01 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

In the mixed/hybrid finite element method the second-order elliptic problem is written as a first-order system 
and we compute r.., ¢h') E (Vh" W •• ) from 

(r.., v •• ) - (<p.., V· Vb') = 0 V v •• E V •• 

Vw •• EWh• (15) 

(r. .. v, vh • • VI = (g, v.' . vi V Vb' E V •• 

In the above weak formulation. (.,.), and (., .) are the the usual inner products on the domain n and the 
boundary an. respectively. We refer the reader to Raviart and Thomas [10) and Brezzi and Fortin [1) for more 
information on the mixed/hybrid finite element method and their implementation details. 

4. Theoretical error estimate 

The .;£2 projection of Vho into V", is defined by 

(CVho - :!Ph,VhO), Vh') = O. V Vh' E V.,. 
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PROOF. First. wnte Eq. (7) in weak form to get 

(V"o. V"o) = (Y'"oV"", v,,") + (f>, v,,"), E '<I v,," E V"", 

Subtract W. v"o) from both sides of Eq. (17) and use the definition of the 5£2 projection to get 

(V,," - V. V"o) = (V"" - U. v"o} + a;,o, v"o), '<Iv,," EY"o, 

116) 

( 17) 

(18) 

By choosing v,," = V h " - ll,,"V, we can reduce to zero the second term in the right-hand side of Eq, (18), This is 
accomplished by using our chosen test function in the first relation of Eq, (15), together with the definition of 
the ~,o projection and the fact that the mass conservation equation is satisfied by both the true velocity V and 
the new velocity V"o, 

Finally, manipulate 

using Cauchy-Schwartz and the arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality, 

1, 2 

ab";; 4" a' + "b E > 0, 

to obtain the result of the theorem. 0 

The elegance of the estimate comes from the observation that it reduces to an approximation theory question 
given an estimate for the difference between Vho and the true velocity V, 

For example, using the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas space in computing V"O [IO,IJ and using, say. the 
ADCIRC model to compute V"O [4J, then IIV,," - vII.,;; Ch, 

5. Application: Shallow water equations 

The projection formulation developed in Section 3 is applied to the system of shallow water equations. 
Shallow water equations (SWE) are obtained through the vertical integration of the 3-D incompressible 
Navier-Stokes along with assumptions of hydrostatic pressure and vertically uniform velocity profiles [11 J. Due 
to the assumptions made in their derivation, SWE are valid only for flow systems with horizontal length scales 
much larger compared to the fluid depth. A typical shallow water system is shown in Fig. 2. The conservation of 
mass in the system of shallow water equations is given by 

L -
x :::... 

>( "',.. 
OPEN SEA 

Fig. 2. A typlcal shallow water system. 
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ae 
:i= -::"- -+- V· (uH) = O. 

dt 
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Fig. 3. Defininon of ~. h, and H. 

The non-conservative form of the momentum equation is as follows: 

(19) 

(20) 

In the above system, ~ is the deflection of the air-water interface from the mean sea level (see Fig. 3), 
H = ~ + hb is the total fluid depth and h b is the bathymetric depth. The velocity field is denoted by u and is the 
mean velocity across the vertical. U = uH is the total flow rate (discharge) and Tbr and h are, respectively the 
bottom friction and Coriolis acceleration coefficients; u is the viscous stress tensor and is neglected in most 
applications since the bottom friction terms dominate the lateral diffusion and dispersion. Several types of body 
forces act on the system including the wind stress. atmospheric pressure gradient and tidal potential forces and 
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3.24x106 

Fig. 4. Galveston Bay: numerical mesh. Lengths sho~n are In meters. 
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Fig. 5. Galveston Bay: bathymetry. Lengths shown are in meters. 

Fig.. 6. Galveston Bay: ADCIRC sOlution al-the end of \2 days. 
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all of these an~ iurti.jlt'J li:~(' t !.: >n~;-)~ tH'lh' l'. ~- :CfTl I: n);' \ll11 ,(':\'dll '(_' l\\rrn i,)t :b 'lU!:it."l1lum CwUJtl~-~r~ 

can be derive:i tn:nn Eu_" t. 1 'J, ~lLj I ~() i 11 th,· 'tuB l\VlliL' l~J..lTi!ll': 

A variety of numcncal methods luve heen developed to solvc thc system O[ shallow water equations. Due to the 
strong coupling between the vclocny and eievallon tielJs. 11 the numerical method IS not chDsen properly. we 
could run into the problem ot spunous s':Jatial oscillallons. Ciray et al. [7,8] have developed over the years a 
numerical procedure tcode) called ADCIRC. They replace the first-order mass conservatIon equation (Eq. (19)) 
with a second-order generalized wave continuity equation (GWCE) which is given by 

aL 
't}5Tt-V·.it. + T02=0 (22) 

The resulting form of the GWCE is 

a2 ~ At 
-, +T -'-+V'[(T -T )Hu]-V'[V'(Huu)+Wkxu+oHW-V'[Hu]-W]=O ar 0 at 0 b[ .},,, - Jb 

(23) 

In the above equation. To is a numerical parameter which is chosen based on stability and accuracy criteria and is 
usually \-10 times the bottom friction coefficient Tbf [6]. The GWCE (Eq. (23)) along with the non
conservative momentum equation (Eq. (20)) is solved using the Galerkin finite element method and linear 
triangular elements. The main advantage of this method is that it lets us choose the same approximating spaces 
for both the velocities and pressure without giving rise to spurious spatial oscillations. Thus. this approach is 

Mass Cons. Error (m3/s) 

Fig. 7. Galveston Bay: local mass conservatIon error. 
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6. Concluding remark, and fmuft· \\ork 

A conserv at1\'t: \ ei()CI':. ph llcl tlOn \chl~m~ that pn)ln.:t ~ tilL' \ t' iUl' It ~ tH.' j J 1 [om unc ~nJ nn!l.J another lD J.n 

accurate and locally ma\'i c()ns(':n;~Hl\'e lll~ll1ner 11a\ neCll Lichncd . .-\ theoretical l':ITor c~tln1alC o! the conserVJt!\ c

projection formulation has bcen derivclI and numencal results penatnlllg 10 the .system of shallow water 
equations have been prc,emed. The procedure proposed in thIS paper IS very general and extend, rcadily to 3-D 
and other general elements. Another advantage of this procedure IS that II can be applied on Iv in reglOns of large 
mass conservation errors thus gIving great compUlational efficiency. 

In the future. we are looking at couphng _,-0 AOCIRC velocllles WIth CE-QUAL-ICM. We also plan to 
investigate the application of this approach to non-matching grids. 
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